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Introduction1
The Ukraine Crisis, the Crimea Annexation, and the Middle East interventions have made Putin
a "super star" among global presses. As a former KGB agent who was greatly disappointed by
the directive of "Moscow is silent" in 1989, Putin rose from jobless spy to one of the most
influential political figures that would determine Russia's fate.2 While he brought hope and
stability to the chaotic post-USSR Russia, he has been responsible for political uncertainty
about his own county's democratic developments. The deaths of Alexander Litvinenko 3 and
Boris Nemtsov4 reminded the world of an old-school political repression against dissidents,
casting more doubts on the future of Russia. Although Putin successfully secured his
presidency by a landslide in 2018, the growing trend of anti-Putin campaigns and the
controversy of Alexei Navalny have raised the discussion of possible democratic evolution.5
What would be the true meaning behind these oppositional movements?

This analytical essay focuses on a key question: “Could a sitting authority and its political
opposition cooperate in a transitional democracy?” Through a brief summary of both Putin's
and Navalny's paths to the public and political realm, although the conflict between Putin and
Navalny might be inevitable, the political careers share a great amount of similarities, as well
as presenting extraordinary potential to reform Russia's political structure for a more
democratic future. By reviewing transitional democracy literature, this article suggests that,
successful democracy building relies on successful institutional transitions among political
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actors, rather than changing leadership.

The overall structure of this article will be in three parts: 1) A brief, political career review of
Putin and Navanly; 2) A basic framework of inevitable conflict among political actors in an
authoritarian structure, followed by an empirical analysis of the Putin-Navalny dynamic; 3) A
cooperative-based understanding for opposition-authority interactions in a transitional
democratic nation, and 4) a conclusion.

The Rise of Putin and Navalny
Putin's life story and his path to power are no secret. As a little boy, born in the post-war
Leningrad, Putin was described as "odd and disturbingly introvert.”6 After studying law in St.
Petersburg State University (formerly Leningrad State University), Putin became a KGB agent
in the 1980s and was stationed in East Germany.7 Various sources demonstrated that Putin felt
deeply betrayed by the failure of the political system, returning to his hometown after the
collapse of the USSR. 8 Putin’s former professor, Anatoly Sobchak, then-mayor of St.
Petersburg, became his political mentor.9 Putin soon became the vice mayor, responsible for
St. Petersburg’s economic affairs. 10 Even though Sobchak and Putin later suffered from
corruption charges,11 Putin won Boris Yeltsin's12 trust and successfully entered the center of
Russia’s political realm with a wide range of appointments, including the head of the Federal
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Security Service.13 Later, as Yeltsin’s successor, Putin's oversight of the Chechnyan conflicts,
the domestic economic stabilization policies, and the increase of oil prices,14 Putin became one
of the most popular leaders in Russia. Putin’s controversial foreign policies towards Ukraine
and Crimea attracted a high level of antagonism from the western nations. However, these
concerns have not stopped him from maintaining an unparalleled domestic approval rate in
Russia of over 80%.15

Alexei Navalny, as one of the most prominent political opposition leaders in Russia, had a
different career path. Born in 1976 in Butyn, a city in the Moscow region, his childhood
memory of communist Russia was not pleasant, due to shortages of food and a lack of
necessities. 16 With big dreams of getting rich under Yeltsin's economic reforms, Navalny
became a lawyer after completing his studies at Lumumba University of People's Friendship,
but he became quickly frustrated by the post-Soviet political system of collusions between
politicians and billionaires.17 In his frustration, he then joined the Yabloko party,18 one of the
largest liberal democratic opposition parties in Russia, known as "one of the last pieces of
perestroika left.” 19 However, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, Navalny’s experiences in
Yabloko were never pleasant. His party remained only as a party “[casting] vote” with little
political significance in Duma elections, and he furthermore increasingly disliked Yabloko’s
personalization of political powers.20 Yabloko’s leaders also failed to cooperate or integrate
with various political opinions, and Navalny’s political aspirations were restricted within the
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party. Around 2004, the rise of the “anti-systematic” opposition, originated by social radicals
and street protests, helped Navalny to identify the need to create a “systematic opposition” in
Russia. 21 He soon started his own populist, anti-corruption campaign on the internet. 22 By
asserting that "the United Russia is the party of crooks and thieves,” 23 Navalny became
increasingly popular among young Russians. Despite the fact that made-up charges against
Navalny barred him from legally participating in the presidential run for 2018, his persistence
for his own path won him 27.2% of the vote in the 2013 mayoral election in Moscow,24 granting
him great potential to challenge Putin's throne in the future.25

Based on their career paths, Putin and Navanly have shown a few similarities. First, they both
found their own ways in the new Russian system with their charm and refreshing personalities.
Putin entered the Russian political realm when Yeltsin was old, incapable and controversial,
bringing "new blood" to the chaotic post-USSR reconstruction as a strong leader, while
Navalny found his popularity among the rising middle class and the younger generation, whom
had doubts about Putin's ruling. When Navalny said, "Ironically, I can call Vladimir Putin as
my god father in politics,”26 that statement was fairly accurate. Second, both of them have
remained highly popular in Russia. Putin initially assumed office in 1999 with low poll
numbers,27 but his popularity benefitted from Russia’s economic performance and stability in
his early presidential terms between 2000 and 2008.28 For Navalny, although he suffered from
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hostilities by the authorities, his YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook accounts represented a major
battlefield for his 2018 presidential campaign, and they drew a significant amount of supporters
and attention from both home and abroad.29 His failed, unendorsed attempt of running 2013
mayoral election with 27.3% of the vote demonstrated his great potential of being a popular
politician.

However, the differences between the two are also identifiable. Putin has been "a good player
of the system," with the support of multiple oligarchs. His ruling and foundation come from
the control of the media, high levels of political organization and structural recognition. But
Navalny, despite his lack of interactions with political establishments, has created his
legitimacy and foundation outside of the traditional political structure in Russia. His internet
campaigns and strong diversity of Navalny’s popularity among younger generations mark his
reputation as a “man of the people.” 30

Inevitable Conflicts between the Opposition and the Authority
Even in modern times, post-Soviet Russia has remained heavily authoritarian, and not yet fully
developed as a democratic state.31 Within all authoritarian nations, a key issue shall be, and
always will be, the legitimacy of ruling and the preservation of political power at the top level.
As a Norwegian sociologist Stein Rigen indicated, "when chips are down, the inescapable
bottom line is the preservation of the regime and its power.” 32 Putin’s lasting political
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influences and Russian quasi-democratic political structures have already shaped PutinNavanly interactions as naturally conflictual, not cooperative. The Russian political
establishment might tolerate some minor levels of criticism, but it would not tolerate any
challenge that threatens its political legitimacy.

Specifically, as a microcosm of the conflict, Navalny was regarded as a legitimate opposition
instead of a potential threat to Putin's Rule like other political dissidents, after he won 27.2%
of the vote without any support from the Russian political establishment during the 2013
Moscow mayoral election. The key reasoning follows: 1) His votes were earned completely by
public support and could not be controlled or influenced by Putin’s political mechanisms; and
2) Navalny's ability of attracting public attention from the lower levels of society likely
reminded Putin of "the greatest geo-political disaster of the last century”33 with Gorbachev’s
loss of grip of his ideal of reforming the USSR, as well as the horrific consequences of
liquidating a dictatorial leadership (such as Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi and Egypt’s Hosni
Mubarak during the 2011 Arab Spring). Navalny’s popular support was different from the
communist party’s lite splits in the 1999 Duma elections, where political oppositions leaders
were limited by “centralized and bureaucratic tendencies of a single ruling party.” 34 Also,
Navalny’s unendorsed, self-initiated campaign with a 27.2% support rate showed the Russian
political establishment the risk of a radical popular movement. Although the failure of
Navalny’s election failed to present an immediate threat to neither the Russian government or
Putin’s leadership, its potential for further development could be perceived as the thin end of
the wedge. Without any containment or restriction, it could grow out of the system and directly

33 Nick Allen, "Soviet Break-up Was
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challenge Putin's leadership.

Therefore, under such logic, Navalny's opposition in 2018 did suffer from a series of
"preemptive strikes." Under a “not free” public opinions environment, as the Freedom House
concluded in 2017, 35 it could be interpreted that criminal charges against Navalny were a
counter attack from the political establishment. Smear campaigns served as a distraction from
Navalny’s political activities, being acts of shame designed to impair his fundamental political
support from the lower level of Russian politics.

However, as much as Russia remained authoritarian, elections, campaigns, and other basic
democratic mechanisms still exist in Russian society today and have become a part of daily
political games. Navanly’s independent public support seemed to teach an unexpected lesson
for both Putin and Navanly. After 2013 Moscow mayor election, on one hand, Putin seemed to
realize that, defeating a dangerous political opponent was important, but the potential expense
of losing popular support would undermine his legitimacy of ruling, and endanger his own
position. On the other hand, Navalny recognized that challenging a popular leader individually
with street and internet protests might create accusations of him being a radical conspirator,
diminishing his own political influence. That was why right after the five years conviction of
Navalny's embezzlement cases, not only did hundreds of people show up to protest his
wrongful sentencing, but also the officials adjusted their position and spared his
imprisonment.36 At the same time, after his house arrest during most of 2014,37 Navalny chose
to avoid direct criticism against Putin, who remained highly popular in Russia, and redirected
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his oppositional activities against Medvedev, Putin's prime minister.38 For Putin, although he
still had major influences over Russia media and political establishments, he chose to distance
himself from “the party of crooks and thieves,” the United Russia party, and ran as an
independent in the 2018 election.39 When Putin emphasized the hopes and trusts of his voters
after the 2018 election,40 he was avoiding possible corruption accusations and was reinforcing
his existing public support as a democratically elected leader. This absurd but profound
compromise consolidated their political positions without any significant conflict, witnessing
a “peaceful” coexistence between the opposition and authority in an authoritarian state.

For the Genuine Advance of Russia
The Putin-Navalny interactions were a small part of the post-Soviet democratization, as
Russian democratic building could not be accomplished by simply resolving their conflicts. In
fact, existing literature has identified various deficits among current democratic promotions: 1)
Disconnection between popular votes and political results; 41 2) Resistance against external
factors;42 and 3) The rise of illiberal democracy.43 Establishing an effective political system
would take not only "a generation or two to create something that [might be] both democratic
and stable,”44 but also extensive efforts to perfect governmental institutions, rule of laws, and
norms of democracy. Under the key question of this essay, a possible scenario might come into
the frame: Could Putin and Navalny, the authority and the opposition, work together?

38 Neil MacFarquhar, "Opposition Leader Tests Public Support for Bid to Topple Putin,"
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41 Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism & Democracy, (New York: Routledge, 1994): 254.
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First, although authoritarianism as an applicable political structure has been largely criticized,
historical precedence has shown the possibility of democratic transitions facilitated by
interactions between the authoritarian establishment and the opposition, such as the
democratization of both modern South Korea and Taiwan. During Taiwan’s Chiang Chingkuo’s presidency,45 when the government maintained its controls on the military and ruling
party’s machine, local opposition parties and open elections could be held fairly. 46 Violent
suppressions against protests by the policy and the military were strictly banned, and the press
slowly started to become independent. 47 In the case of South Korea, during its military
authoritarianism of the Fifth Republic,48 civil societies49 and political oppositions were able to
engage in joint efforts of public protests and elections, forcing the authorities to democratize.50
Although Russia did not directly copy their transitional patterns, their successes certainly
offered insights, as political oppositions and authorities could strengthen a nation’s democratic
institutions within a proper course of interactions.

Second, considering the recent development of Russian-related, international controversies and
domestic instabilities, there might be little room for further political struggle between the
authorities and the opposition. Normally, political reforms would usually take place when a
country achieved a relative political stability and a favorable international environment.
Reviewing post-Soviet history, Yeltsin's political and economic reform in 1990s with the
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support of the U.S. and European states had already been difficult and chaotic. Since the
constitutional crisis in 1993, Russia did not make significant democratic reforms even with a
favorable international environment and left-over momentum from perestroika. Thus, in the
future, the Russian environment for reform might be increasingly controversial, with Russia’s
interventions in the East European and the Middle East. Furthermore, as more and more
refugees and ethnic minorities entered Russia, Russian nationalism and anti-immigrant
sentiments became another issue for domestic politics.51 If Putin-Navanly interactions were to
be more conflictual and even destructive, the future of Russian democratic developments could
not be optimistic.

Third, politically, cooperation between Putin and Navalny would have significant benefits for
both of them. Navalny's campaigns against corruption, as long as they are not radicalized, could
become a major effort to create future incentives for a check-and-balance system regarding
Russian oligarchs and Putin himself. His internet influences would also attract the younger
generations toward politics, inspiring them to participate in public policy discussions, or even
practices. His image as a brave warrior among western media could be incorporated into the
general Russian impression for receiving more favorable attitude from the U.S. and other
European states. For Putin, Navanly’s independent public support have shown that, as the
Russian public has craved for more democracy, Putin’s relations with the oligarchs might
slowly lose their potential benefits and eventually endanger his political capital. As Putin ran
as an independent candidate for the 2018 election, his political strategies have shown the traces
of adjustment for a public-supported approach. Although Putin has preserved his authoritarian
leadership, he would be under more public pressure to provide not only basic goods and
services, but also political reforms toward democracy. Hypothetically, if such a fragile, delicate,
51
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but meaningful balance between oppositions and authorities were to be maintained, further
Russian political developments might be more promising.

Lastly, after all, as previously indicated, the conflict between Putin and Navalny would be
highly likely to continue in the existing authoritarian system. The intentions and political
agendas of these two individuals could be largely different and even confrontational. The total
outbreak of "war" between Putin and Navalny would also be a dangerous aspect for Russian
society, in which it would be much bloodier, and much more painful.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this article has discussed extensively on the topic of Russia’s prominent
opposition leader, Alexei Navalny, and his interaction with Vladimir Putin’s current leadership.
By providing a comparison and contrast analysis on their political profiles, Putin and Navanly
showed their potentials and capabilities to draw support from the Russian public within a new,
quasi-democratic system. But Navalny's relationship with the political establishment and
oligarchs is vastly different from Putin's. Further analytical opinions suggest that within the
Russian political system, Putin-Navalny’s interactions remain highly fragile with a great
likelihood of confrontation. Under a brief review of transitional democracy theories and cases
of successful democratizations, this article suggests that, alternative possibilities, with
cooperation between the oppositions and authority, could facilitate peaceful development of
democratic institution. Further analyses have demonstrated several benefits of their positive
cooperation. However, because such a vision can seemed to be overly ideal, the risk and
difficulty of this cooperation is also acknowledged due to the future political uncertainty in
Russia.
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